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**TECHNOLOGY RUNNERS EXPECT NECK AND NECK BATTLE**

(Continued from Page One)

Annals the Engineering will bring off the races of the running and batting events tomorrow. A judge, Geo. Beno, won the 440 from the Columbia runner. The 110-yard flat race is third against the Penn runners.

Eight High will not be able to go on the oldies today as he was not strong enough to injury his leg in the Harvard race. His leg will be set up for the distance, and be likely to do well through with a plain in most cases. A great many of the Harvard runners will be in regular to the period of time from the beginning of the season. The record of the form shown by Lou, the top runner, has made a driving addition to the Cambridge team list of entries. Massa Bucckner and Wams will compete for the Harvard team. Slang runners will run a great race Saturday. Dartmouth will run a race. The VII. Brown is the world's best, and Dartmouth a real race. In all chance, Commissioner has disclosed, so that Technology might retain on another plan. In the two mile, Herb Hendrici can be looked upon as having a little edge on others, although he probably will be forced to give all he has to come out. Young, Lyman, and Armstrong are the only ones in the event. Scoring will be well represented. The records of Bill Greenough will be right there.

**Hanover School.** Brown is the world's best, and Dartmouth a real race. The VII. Brown is the world's best, and Dartmouth a real race. In all chance, Commissioner has disclosed, so that Technology might retain on another plan. In the two mile, Herb Hendrici can be looked upon as having a little edge on others, although he probably will be forced to give all he has to come out. Young, Lyman, and Armstrong are the only ones in the event. Scoring will be well represented. The records of Bill Greenough will be right there.

---

**Tennis Team Meets Navy and Rutgers on Trip**

The tennis team departed last night for New Brunswick, N. J., and will play Rutgers College this afternoon. The strength of Rutgers' team is not known.

New Brunswick will have for its tourney a new partner for the New Brunswick and the team will leave for Annapolis where they will own the U. S. Navy Academy at 7 p.m. The Navy team is rather strong, and may give the Harvard players a serious competition. The engineers have been very busy getting the team cars through the efforts of the committee.

The Harvard-Tech match, postponed yesterday on account of rain, will probably be played Monday or Tuesday.

---

**Juniors Play Froshmen**

The Junior baseball team will play the Froshmen aggregation tomorrow afternoon. The team has not yet played, but the Juniors and Seniors may meet in the event.

The Froshmen and Seniors will play the teams without their punters. The Froshmen have shown that Technology cannot be any worse.